Task 1. WALKMAN
Find out what a “Walkman”
was used for. Could this item
be used today? Can you
think of any gadgets that we
use now that are similar to
this? Find out how much a
Walkman cost in UK in 1979.

Task 2. GREASE
Grease was one of the most
popular films of the 1970’s.
How many songs from the
movie you can name? Try
dressing up as one of the
characters, take a photo and
see if we can guess who you
are!
Task 3. TOYS
Task 4. SCHOOL
Task 5. MONEY
Find out what kind of toys
Interview someone who
See if you can find out how
children played with in the
went to school in the 70’s.
much these things cost in
1970’s. Make a list of the
Ask them about the rules, the the 1970’s:
toys. Some of these toys are teachers and the sorts of
A pint of milk, a first-class
making a comeback now, eg things they learned about.
stamp, 1 dozen eggs, a
Rubik’s cube. Can you name Make a list of similarities and colour tv, a pair of Levi
any others?
differences to school today.
jeans, and a Barbie doll.
Task 7. COMMONWEALTH
GAMES Edinburgh hosted
the Commonwealth Games in
1970. Can you find out which
sports were played? How
many countries took part?
How many athletes attended
the games? Did Scotland win
any medals?

Task 6. FASHION
Ever heard of any of these:
bell bottoms, plaid, leisure
suits? Find out what clothes
were in fashion in the
1970’s. Draw/print some
pictures to show what you
found out.
Task 8. MUSIC
Can you name the famous
band pictured on the left?
See if you can find out the
answers to these questions:
-How did the band get their
name?
-How did they become famous?
-How many No1 hits did they
have?

